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ABSTRACT
As we are at the verge of entering the era of Internet-of-Things (IoT), there is a clear need to produce continuous power
supply to the huge amount of electronic devices that must be wirelessly interconnected and operate uninterruptedly. At
the same time, new mechanical constrains arise from the fact that these devices should be ubiquitous, which leads to the
need of lightweight and mechanical compliance to any shape or surface. As an important renewable energy source, a
mechanically adaptable thermoelectric generator (TEG) can make use of the usually wasted thermal differences between
ambient and technology-users to power-up such systems. With this idea in mind, we have developed a simple approach
to fabricate TEGs, based on commonly available substrates (paper or polymers) and assisted through simple folding and
cutting techniques (born from origami and kirigami) to form strategic structures (serpentine, helical, spiral, etc.) with the
mechanical advantage of foldability and over 100% demonstrated stretchability. The use of these methods and structures
allows the mechanical reconfigurability of the devices to, for example, increase the temperature difference in a TEG,
thus its power, or allow a more efficient use of area and therefore increase the power density. We will discuss the
strategies to effectively integrate folding and cutting techniques with common materials and the basic TEG
configuration, as well as demonstrate the devices’ implementation and characterization. Finally, we believe our simple
integration approach offers an interesting and versatile methodology, which can be easily extrapolated to new materials
and technologies for a greater variety of applications.
Keywords: Thermoelectric generators, flexible electronics, stretchable electronics, origami, kirigami, paper, wearable
technologies, mechanical reconfigurability.

1. INTRODUCTION
Recent advancements in electronics, materials, and development of new fabrication techniques have opened the doors to
a new era for electronics devices. These achievements have resulted into many innovative technologies and devices such
as wearable electronics, bio-implantable devices, soft robotics and Internet-of-things (IoT), etc 1–8. Nevertheless, these
devices encounter many mechanical constraints as they are to be mounted on irregular geometries and surfaces. This
give rise to another very important class of electronics devices, that are conformal and can bend, flex as well as stretch
according to the application, while maintaining their conventional electrical performance 9–11. This new class of
electronics has attracted very much attention over the past few decades and have seen tremendous growth. The ability of
these flexible and stretchable devices to be conformal to complex geometries have given them the advantage over the
conventional brittle and rigid electronics. To have the best of these devices, several techniques are being explored,
including taking naturally flexible, insulating materials, like many polymers, and making them electrically conductive 12–
14
or by taking conventional electronic materials and making them flexible and stretchable15–20. The second approach
employs the fact that ultra-thin materials become less rigid and thus flexible. Moreover, stretchability can be achieved
through structural modifications or using specific geometrical shapes, such as serpentine, spiral, helix and others 16–18,21–
24
. Furthermore, very efficient fabrication techniques have made it easier to fabricate these devices with complex
geometrical structures for better stretchability and mechanical performance under strain 20.
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In addition to efficient fabrication techniques and novel materials, these flexible devices must be lightweight, durable,
and most importantly energy efficient, so that mobility and wearability can be truly achieved. Likewise, finding efficient
ways to power up such electronic devices for uninterrupted operation is also a challenge. Therefore, efforts are underway
to devise new ways to develop power sources with same mechanical properties as the devices themselves, such as
flexibility and even stretchability. Hence, development of a stretchable and flexible energy harvester might become the
solution to this very important issue 25.
Harvesting energy from unconventional sources is becoming more and more popular as it might provide cheaper and
environmental friendly power alternatives. Among common power sources, thermal energy has been harvested to power
up electronic devices, in our case the stretchable and flexible devices 26–29. Several efforts and techniques, ranging from
system optimization to new materials, are being engineered to harvest this readily available energy, and mostly wasted,
for useful purposes 28–30. Moreover, applications where electronic devices are to be mounted on human skin, such as
wearable electronics, can harvest energy from human heat for their operations 31–34. Thermoelectric generators (TEGs)
are capable of harvesting energy through a temperature gradient, thus providing an environment friendly power source
by harvesting this wasted energy 29,30,35. A larger temperature difference between the hot and cold ends of a TEG result
in higher output power 25. Consequently, the development of a fully stretchable and foldable TEG, would allow us to
produce adaptive output power by controlling the distance between the hot and cold ends, thus the temperature
difference itself as shown in Figure 1 25.
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Figure 1. Stretchable TEG concept, illustrating the advantage of adaptively increasing the distance between cold and hot sides to
increase power generation.

Organic materials might be the first choice when it comes to stretchable and flexible devices and researchers have
explored these materials, as well as their nanocomposites. Several polymeric and organic materials have been used as
flexible substrate for TEGs 36–38. However, their thermal properties are much lower than many inorganic materials 39.
Since, most inorganic materials are rigid and brittle; therefore, a TEG composed of both organic and inorganic materials
might produce better performance with the needed mechanical adaptability. Accordingly, polymers can be integrated
with several inorganic materials that might have better electrical and thermal characteristics, thus their use could be more
favorable 40. These hybrid TEGs exploit the excellent mechanical characteristics of organic/polymeric materials, usually
used as substrates, with the excellent thermoelectric properties of inorganic material. The organic material will act as a
flexible substrate on top of which the inorganic material with excellent thermoelectric properties can be
integrated/deposited. For example, polymers like polyimide (PI) and SU8 photoresist support advanced
photolithographic techniques and thus interesting geometries can be designed with higher resolution 41–43. Alternatively,
paper has been also considered as a noteworthy structural material to develop foldable TEGs 44. Additional to its
affordability, adaptability and practicality, paper allows us to implement millenary techniques, such as origami and
kirigami, which allow a more efficient use of area and other structural advantages 45–47. For instance, either with the use
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of paper or a thin polymer, geometrical modifications can be introduced to any of these substrates; through cutting and
folding, stretchable structures can be formed (serpentine, spiral, helix, etc). In consequence, stretchable and flexible
TEGs can be thus developed, which integrate easily with flexible, as well as stretchable electronics, or can even exhibit
enhanced power production40,48.
As mentioned above, geometrical modifications allow any kind of material, even rigid and brittle ones, to be transformed
into stretchable platforms 49. For example, spirals and serpentines are naturally stretchable geometries and shaping a thin
film of almost any material with such geometries, results into not only flexible but also stretchable structures 20,23,24.
Double arm spirals are of especial interest, due to their higher achievable stretch ratio 50,51 Further improvement can be
achieved if compound structures are used, so that serpentines and spirals are combined together to reduce induced stress
and strain, in a similar way as fractal structures work 23.
In this paper, we describe the fabrication and integration of hybrid TEGs, where common substrates, such as paper and
polymers, are used for mechanical support. The design and characterization of these flexible and stretchable energy
harvesters are also explained, including the description of compound structures for increased mechanical performance.
Such developments represent important steps towards truly mobile and wearable technologies with self-powering
capabilities.

2. FABRICATION
2.1 Materials and Designs
We employed commonly available materials as substrate with different designs to evaluate the final TEG’s performance.
The TEG devices were based on polymeric or paper based substrates, integrated with well-known thermoelectric (TE)
materials, bismuth telluride (Bi2Te3) and antimony telluride (Sb2Te3), sequentially deposited on the substrate to form TE
pairs. The first design was based on off-stoichiometry thiol-enes (OSTE) polymer as substrate, shaped with six spiral
structures per leg, connected in series for extended elongation. OSTE exhibits tunable mechanical properties although it
is more complex to work with and no that common. The second implementation consisted of a simpler single-spiral-perleg design, for which we chose PI, a much more common polymer, as substrate along with the same TE materials. A
simpler fabrication process was achieved with a much lower resistance. Furthermore, the performance of this second
implementation was compared with polyester-paper material as substrate and with the same TE materials 25. It is
important to highlight that all these implementations were stretchable thanks to the helix/spiral structures. Additionally, a
third and simpler implementation consisted of a paper based foldable TEG. These designs consisted of simple strips of
TE materials deposited on top of the paper. Standard fiber-based paper and polyester-based paper were used as substrate,
also for comparison purposes 44.
2.2 Stretchable TEGS
The first design towards the structurally stretchable TEG employs the Off-Stoichiometry Thiol-Enes (OSTE) polymer.
The fabrication process is rather complex, involving a double molding fabrication process. At first the desired spiral
structure was designed in PMMA using a CO2 laser cutter. Next, PDMS based mold was casted in by its application on
the PMMA spirals, which were glued to a PMMA-slab to form a hard mold, to act as a flexible mold for OSTE. After
pouring the OSTE into the mold, UV cross linker was used to crosslink the structures. The released spirals, from the soft
mold, were sequentially sputtered with the TE materials. Finally, the Au/Ti was sputtered as interconnect between the
TE materials 25.
Due to the large length of each TE leg, the internal resistance ended up being too high. Additionally, the complex
fabrication process involved in the OSTE processing made us look for alternatives, focusing on simpler approaches and
materials that are more accommodating. Two possible alternatives, with less complicated fabrication processes involved,
were found to be PI and polyester-paper. Polyester paper was chosen based on its smoother surface, temperature stability
and stiffness compared to the standard fiber-based paper. The fabrication process for both of these materials is simpler
and started with patterning the helical/spiral structure on these two substrates using the CO2 laser cutter. Same materials
were used to cut their shadow masks through laser cutter. These masks were employed for the deposition of the TE
materials to the thickness of ~2 μm. To reduce the internal electrical resistance, both sides (top and down) of the
helix/spirals were sputtered with the TE materials 25.
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Figure 2. Fabrication process flow for implementing a single spiral TEG design, with either PI or paper-based substrates.

2.3 Paper Based Foldable TEGs
For the paper based TEGs two types of papers were used as substrates. One of them was a standard fiber-based paper
and the other one was smoother, heat resistant polyester-based paper. Well-known TE materials, bismuth telluride
(Bi2Te3) and antimony telluride (Sb2Te3), were used as active TE materials once again.
Initially, for the standard paper as substrate, four thermopiles of Bi2Te3–Sb2Te3 were deposited through a simple hardmask approach. The fabrication process involved the sputtering of 4 cm x 2 mm TE material strips (through the hard
mask) to a final thickness of 750 nm. Gold strips were deposited to connect the TE pairs. The final dimensions of the
TEG with paper substrate was of 4 cm x 2 cm, with foldable capabilities. In this case, by folding the paper substrate, thus
changing the TEG’s length, a higher temperature difference could be achieved, and additionally, it allows attachment to
constantly moving hot and cold sides as illustrated in Figure 344.

Figure 3. Foldable paper-based TEG with adaptive length, attached to mobile hot and cold sides.

A second paper-based design involved a polyester-based paper (4 cm x 1 cm) as substrate with more pairs of the TE
materials. Strips of the TE material were thicker and shorter (8 mm long and ~2um thick), again to reduce the internal
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resistance of the overall structure compared to the previous design. Two devices were tested with the same area, one
with 10 TE pairs and other with 20 TE pairs. The fabrication process involved an improved mask design on vinyl sticker
using the CO2 engraving laser. Since, the mask was in direct contact with the paper substrate due to the adhesiveness of
the materials, sequential deposition of the TE materials was observed to be finer and more accurate compared to the
previous design. Moreover, due to the smoother surface of the polyester paper, the deposited TE materials appeared to be
more uniform. In addition, the TE materials were directly connected to each other and the gold interconnects was not
deposited for simplicity of the fabrication process 44.
2.4 Compound Structures to Enhance Stretchability
As explained earlier, structural modifications not only could improve device performance, as in the case of stretchable
TEGs, but also improve the mechanical stability of the device under stress. One of these strategies consist of arranging
the brittle semiconducting materials, containing the active electronics, in arrays of rigid islands as shown in Figure 4. In
this arrangement, rigid islands, hosting the electronic components, are connected to each other through stretchable
interconnects. The design of these interconnects is prepared in a way that the structure is able to mitigate strain induced
during the flexing, bending, stretching or even twisting. The main idea behind this arrangement is to minimize the stress
localization at the brittle components of the electronics 12. Another benefit of this scheme is that it provides the freedom
to separate and reorganize the different components of the system such as power management, sensor modules,
communication, etc., as shown in Figure 4. Unlike the islands, these interconnects can be stretched due to their structure.
Figure 4 also shows the spiral based interconnects, where a single spiral could stretchable to ~1000% 20. In order to
improve the mechanical performance of these stretchable interconnects, the straight arms of the spirals were replaced
with a fractal inspired compound design that integrates both serpentine and spiral geometries. In addition, horseshoe
structures were added at the beginning and at the end of the arms of spiral to further improve those points of higher
stress accumulation. The overall design improved the mechanical performance of the structures, where the maximum
stress was found to be approximately 50% less than the one observed in the spirals with the straight arms 23. This
strategy can be then applied to other stretchable technologies, such as stretchable TEGs, with the aim of optimizing the
overall mechanical robustness.

Figure 4. Schematic of a stretchable electronic system incorporating compound serpentine-spiral structures with optimized
mechanical behavior.

3. RESULTS AND CHARACTERIZATION
In order to characterize the different implementation, the temperature was adjusted using a hot plate and a multimeter
was used to measure the electrical parameters of TEGs. For the first OST-based TEG, the measurement results showed
that the voltage change with temperature change increased upon stretching by about 40% due to the larger separation
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between the cold and hot ends of the TEG. On the other hand, it was also observed that the electrical resistance of the
device also increased upon stretching at 100% elongation by near 25%, thus limiting the current flow and consequently
the power generation. The complex fabrication process and large internal resistance of the OSTE-based TEG motivated
us to improve the design. The alternate design based on PI and polyester based paper was simple in fabrication and
resulted in lower resistance. The resistance, in case of PI based design, was found to be ~18 kΩ (2 order of magnitude
less than the OSTE-based design) and upon stretching at 140% elongation, it increased by approximately double.
Similarly, the resistance in case of paper-based design was observed to be higher than with the PI (~42 kΩ), but it
increased only about 15% after 60% elongation. Both of these designs are much simpler to fabricate and also present a
lower electrical resistance. As it is also evident from the values of the resistance, PI based design resulted in higher
resistance under strain compared to paper-based designs. This behavior could be accounted to the irregular surface of the
paper compared to PI, which resulted in better stress distribution at elongation, thus having less impact on the electrical
conductivity. Furthermore, the polyester paper-based TEG generated almost twice the power when stretched to ~60%
elongation, due to higher temperature difference as previously explained. An additional interesting observation was that
PI-based TEG produced less power in the stretched state, compared to the un-stretched state, because of its higher
thermal conductivity, even though the films were more electrically conductive than the polyester paper-based TEG 25.
Figure 5 shows our different designs at stretched state.
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Figure 5. Stretchable TEG devices at different elongations, implemented with different materials and designs. a) OSTE-based
multi-spirals TEG, b) Paper-based single-spiral TEG and c) PI-based single-spiral TEG.

In order to understand the mechanical behavior of these designs, they were simulated using finite element analysis
(FEA) based on COMSOL software. The designs, drawn in CorelDraw, were imported to COMSOL for simulation.
Geometric nonlinearities were also used in the simulation to account for large deformations. The design was stretched by
moving the structure to a maximum of 100% elongation. PI and paper were used as the structural materials and Bi2Te3 (1
μm thick) was used as the TE material deposited on these substrates. Simulation results for both designs showed that the
maximum stress was found at the ends of the spirals. The maximum stress values were found to be far lower than
ultimate tensile strengths for both the materials, when reaching maximum elongation to 100%. Moreover, the maximum
strain and stress values were observed to be at the points of maximum deformation for the Bi2Te3 film, thus contributing
to the observed film’s resistance increment 25.
For paper-based foldable TEGs, the initial maximum power obtained, in case of standard paper, was too low (in the
order of hundreds of pW at 50°K). Such low performance can be attributed to very high internal resistance (in the order
of MΩ). This very high value of resistance is observed due to the irregular surface of the standard fiber-based paper.
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Next, two new designs on the standard fiber-based paper, with optimized 10 and 20 TE pairs were prepared and their
electrical performance was studied. Higher power generation (by two orders of magnitude – to tens of nW) and lower
resistance was observed (by one order of magnitude). It was also observed that the increase in power is not necessarily
proportional to the number of TE pairs because of the resistance being increased due to the series connection. Finally,
the same designs with optimized 10 and 20 TE pairs were replicated on a polyester-paper substrate and have shown even
higher increase in power (more than 3 times higher than the fiber-based paper TEGs). This increase was attributed to the
smoother surface and better paper’s quality, at the cost of higher mechanical rigidity 44.

4. CONCLUSION
We have developed several thermoelectric devices using different fabrication techniques and diverse stretchable/foldable
designs, featuring the integration between inorganic and organic materials. Different materials have been tested as
structural substrates and their effect on the overall performance of the device has been studied. The fabricated devices
had the ability to stretch and bend, depending on the design, thus can be implemented for variety of applications. In the
case of OSTE-based spiral design, we concluded that better performance could be achieved by reducing the length of the
TE legs, while keeping the stretching capabilities to get the benefit from a higher temperature gradient. The second
design was based on the PI and polyester paper with shorter leg’s length, and single spiral. It featured a simpler
fabrication process and displayed lower resistance, hence increasing the maximum output power. Moreover, the
polyester paper-based TEG generated almost twice the power when stretched. Foldable paper-based TEGs were also
demonstrated using two types of papers, fiber-based and polyester-based. Additionally, it was observed that the
polyester-based paper produced almost three times more power than the standard paper. These papers-based sensors can
be folded and unfolded, thus reducing or increasing the device size and making possible to adjust the power density.
Lastly, we also studied how we can improve the mechanical stretchability performance by introducing compound
structures, e.g. combining serpentine with spirals. To conclude, we believe our simple integration approach represent an
important step towards wearable technologies with self-powering capabilities, and it offers an interesting and versatile
methodology, which can be easily extrapolated to new materials and technologies for a greater variety of applications.
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